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TEACHING   ONLINE   

“These   are   not   normal   teaching   and   learning   conditions.   What   we   are  
experiencing   now   is   emergency   remote   teaching   and   learning—or   as   some  
have   called   it,   ‘pandemic   pedagogy’….    It   takes   a   lot   of   time   and   effort   to  
design   and   develop   effective,   engaging   online   education .   There   are  
already   many   naysayers   noting   how   inferior   online   education   is,   but   the   truth  
is   that   it   is   not   the   medium   that   matters   but   the   design   of   the   learning  
experiences,   the   quality   of   the   content,   and   the    engagement   of   learners ….  
Well-designed   online   education    can   be   just   as   effective   as   face-to-face  
instruction.   Educators   suddenly   thrust   into   emergency   remote   teaching   do   not  
have   ideal   conditions   to   offer   well-planned,   quality   instruction.   [This   poses   a  
makro   challenge   for   teachers.]  
It   is   easy   to   blaze   ahead   without   pausing   or   reflecting   on   lessons   learned.  
What   approaches   supported   the   transition   to   emergency   remote   teaching   and  
learning?   What   policies   changed?   How   did   stakeholders   adapt? ”    Education   Week,  
April   22,   2020  

The   starting   point   in   both   online   and   classroom   teaching   is   the   same:    how   best  
to   engage   students?    The   answer   differs   depending   on   the   medium.   Greg   has  
been   increasing   his   knowledge   and   understanding   of   what   “ well-designed   online  
education ”   looks   like   and   will   soon   have   an   exemplar   on   Google   Classroom.   He  
may   also   share   best   practices   in   engaging   students   online.   

 
Fundamentals   do   not   change   in   any   teaching   medium.   Even   in   these   times  
of   ‘pandemic   pedagogy’   where   all   you   have   is   your   emergency   toolkit,   a  
teacher   still   has   to :  

● Use   concise   and   clear   learning   goals.  
● Identify   specific   information,   knowledge   or   skills   that   you   expect   students   to  

learn.  
● Establish   criteria   for   how   students   will   be   able   to   demonstrate   their   learning.   
● Design   the   assignments   and   activities   that   allow   students   to   meet   the   goals.   
● Use   Bloom’s   taxonomy   as   a   resource   to   help   determine   what   types   of   student  

action   can   best   support   the   type   and   depth   of   learning   required.  
● Consider   the   range   of   learning   activities   and   teaching   approaches   that  

engage   students.  
● Consider   the   kind   of   activities   that   are   best   served   by   an   online   component.  

From   one   of   Greg’s   resources,    Learning   to   Teach   Online  
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GOOGLE   CLASSROOM  
Excellent   progress   in   week   1   of   implementation!   Everyone   can   create   a   class   and  
topic,   add   lessons   and   assessments,   understand   functions   (copy,   edit,   view).   Goals  
were   exceeded;   students   have   been   invited   to   join   classes.   As   important   as   it   is   to  
meet   the   goals,   it’s   equally   important   to   identify    good   practices    and    challenges .   
 

Best   Practices  Challenges  

Rubrics   for   assessment  Weightings   assigned   to   marking  
categories  

Pre   Planning   is   essential  Hard   to   edit   an   assignment  

 Files   have   to   be   reordered  

 

UPDATE:   Google   Classroom   
WISS   aims   to   make   Google   Classroom   a   key   resource   in   all   courses   in   September.  
This   week,   Royce   will   attempt   to   mock   up   the   structure   that   will   contain   all   of   the  
components   of   a   course,   including   components   common   to   all   courses.   Stay   tuned!   

PERFORMANCE   ASSESSMENT    (From    Teacher’s   Guide   to   Performance   -   Based  
Learning   and   Assessment ,   ASCD)  

Performance-based   learning   and   assessment   represent   a   set   of   strategies   for  
the   acquisition   and    application    of   knowledge,   skills,   and   work   habits   through  
the   performance   of   tasks   that   are    meaningful    and    engaging   to   students .  
Performance   tasks   build   on   content   knowledge,   process   skills,   and   work   habits  
...   as   the   student   “pulls   it   all   together.”   …   When   the   goal   of   teaching   and  
learning   is   knowing   and   using,   the   performance-based   classroom   emerges.  
Performance   tasks   range   from   short   activities   taking   only   a   few   minutes   to  
projects   culminating   in   polished   products.  
 
Q :   How   do   you   assess   a   performance   task?    A :   Observation   and   product.  
Q :   What   is   the   best   assessment   tool?    A :   Rubric   ( Thanks   to   Ben   for   noting   this .)  

DON’T   FORGET  
Performance   Assessment   Webinar,   TODAY,   April   23,   2-3   p.m.   Register  

foron-demand   access.   
 

"A   fool   thinks   himself   to   be   wise,   but   a   wise   man   knows   himself   to   be   a   fool.”    WS  
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